
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a naval architect. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for naval architect

To be able to apply appropriate theoretical and practical methods to the
analysis and solution of engineering problems, particularly in areas where
there is no precedent
To work collaboratively and provide technical and commercial leadership
within the responsibilities assigned
Providing structural engineering advice and guidance to senior management
on design modifications, testing, conversion, and repair of submarines
Analyzing construction, repair and modification contracts for structural
components and structural systems to determine ensure the safety, economy
and efficiency of nuclear powered submarines
Interpreting submarine shipbuilding specifications to adapt precedents when
making departures from guidelines, technical manuals, or engineering
practices
Performing engineering oversight to contractor work related to submarine
hull structure, tanks, foundations, fasteners, resilient mounts, decks or
installation
Conducting presentations to communicate program information to audiences
with varying levels of authority
Strength verifications of converted tankers and new build hulls
Naval design and structural design of converted tankers and new build hulls
Supporting Technology Development department for FPSO,- FLNG,- and
Renewable product lines in bringing new products and technology to the
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Qualifications for naval architect

Strong budgeting and planning skills
Good communication skills to translate technical strategies and plans to
verbal and PowerPoint presentations
Bachelors degree in an engineering/technical discipline from an accredited
college in a related discipline, or equivalent experience/combined education,
with 10 years or more of professional experience
Benchmark and improve software processes
Familiarity with the MH-60R/S Mission System Architecture
Familiarity with the NHP programs and engineering processes


